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What does enterprise search 
mean to you?



“Just make it work like Google”



Want search to work like magic



But starts like a black box not many understand



The journey



Enterprise search



Enterprise search leverages powerful stack of 
technologies to tame large volumes of 

heterogeneous information in order to offer users a 
fruitful search experience.



Elements of 
search experience





User



Assistant Explorer Analyst Executive

We use search to become<one of 
these>for a while



How many pounds in a kg?

Do I need a visa to enter Myanmar?

What does this transaction code mean?

Assistant



What do I advertise for Java developers?

Who sells good wooden furniture?

What are my employment benefits?

Explorer



Which is the best phone to buy for dad?

Does that company really sell ‘fair-trade’ coffee?

How does the VW Golf compare with other cars in 
its class?

Analyst



How has sales fared since the apology for cheat 
software in our cars?

How many cases were opened this year and how 
many of them closed?

Which areas in Singapore have the highest office 
rental yield?

Executive



How many pounds in a kg?



Which areas will give highest rental 
yield?



Which phone to buy for dad?



Infoseeking behaviours



Expertise



Name of collectionI want to... So I can...

Maximise or increase

Minimise or lower

Persona



Netflix
I want to watch a 
comedy movie 
after a hard day's 
work

Unwind and relax

Find the right movie quickly
Watch in good quality resolution

No buffering pauses
No other distractions

Jack



Content



Content



Modelling for relevance



1. No metadata, no search
2. Bad metadata is worse 

than no metadata







Context



Context

Searching from Bukit Timah



Context

Who

Identity

Where

Location

What

Activity

When

Time



Device

Environment

Time

Activity

Individual

Location

Social

Scenario

Persona



Device

Environment

Time

Activity

Individual

Location

Social

Scenario

When Jack is in office and searching for a topic from the 
projects page, results from projects similar to the one he 
is working on right now are ranked higher.

If Jack is new to the company, in addition to the search 
results, results from the How-to section are ranked 
higher.

Jack, the travelling salesman



Interface



Interface

The beautiful box



Interface

Input

Features that 
allow the searcher 

to express what 
they are looking 
for (e.g., search 

bar)

Control

Features that help 
searchers to 

modify, refine, 
restrict or expand 

their Input (e.g., 
filters)

Informational

Features that 
provide results or 
information about 

results (e.g., 
snippets)

Personalisable

Features that 
relate specifically 
to searchers and 

their past 
interactions (e.g., 

bookmarks)







How does the search engine know that the 
capital of India is Delhi?



Autocomplete Autocomplete will attempt to complete the search term just as the searcher starts typing.

Autosuggest Autosuggest will suggest resources found in the collection to the user while the user is still typing their 
search terms. It helps speed up retrieval.

Best bets Best bets will elevate a document to very top of the list, ignoring any ranking algorithms. Can be useful for 
promoting certain pages on a website.

Context Context plays a large part in improving relevancy and provides a personalised experience. Includes 
location, time, user profiles, weather, personal preferences, and other attributes to influence the search 
ranking algorithm for a custom result set tailored for the user.

Did you mean A subset of spell checking, ‘did you mean’ can provide alternate terms to search for that closely matches 
the original term. Did you mean provides helpful clues for finding resources.

Faceted navigation Facets act like filters to narrow down the results to find specific resources. This approach supports the 
exploration and discovery of information.

Field collapsing When multiple documents are very similar in nature (eg, same movie, different format), consider collapsing 
the documents by a particular field, such as their title, to return greater variety in the search results.

Hit highlighting Highlights query terms found in the resources. Helps users to quickly scan results to determine which 
ones are worth investigating further. Very useful for large documents.

Instant answers Giving answers in the search results page or in autosuggest. Saves the user time from having to visit 
pages to get direct answers. This is very useful in mobile contexts.



Instant results Similar to autosuggest, instant results will automatically update the search results page with new results 
when a character is typed into the search field. Saves time from having to type the full word or query.

Onboarding Guides users through the search experience with smart tooltips. Helps novice users become more savvy 
with search.

Recommendations Provide additional, similar documents based off of a certain criteria that can be customised.

Results bookmarking Save a search snippet as as bookmark for easy retrieval at a later date.

Results grouping Groups resources by specific categories in the search results. This helps to view different types of resources 
returned for the same term.

Results ranking Providing options to rank the results by a specific criteria. Most common is by relevance score but others 
include dates, prices, ratings.

Rich snippets Search snippets that present a rich set of relevant content to the user based. Often based on user persona 
(assistant, explorer, analyst, executive).

Search history Automatically save the trail of searches made for easy retrieval at a later date.

Spell checking Provides alternate spelling of words in a query to correct spelling mistakes. Helps to improve usability of the 
search experience. Very useful in mobile contexts.

Visualisations View a bird's eye view of your collection in various chart types to see a bigger picture on the collection of 
information. Useful for the analyst user persona.



Technology



Technology

Commercial Open source

Dates
Duplicates
Entity extraction
Faceting
Multi-lingual
People search
Query management
Ranking
Sentiment analysis
Spell checking
Stemming and lemmatization
Stop words
Summarisation
Tokenization
…



Technology



Technology

1. Strength 
2. Scalability
3. Satisfaction - ease of use

You may find that open source search engines 
are equal to, if not better than, commercial ones.



All together

Search goal: Apply for paternity leave.



Governance



Governance

“The impact of search on 
business performance depends 
more on the level of investment 
in a skilled team of people to 
support search than it does on 
the level of investment in 
search technology.”

Martin White, author of 
Enterprise Search



How is search performance measured?

● How many users are using the search box?

● What are the top xx places users begin their searches?

● What are the top xx search queries?

● What are the top xx pages reached through search?

● What are the queries with 0 results?

● What are the queries with 0 click-throughs on the SERP?

● How many times was search used immediately after the first 

SERP?

● What are the queries that result in more than 3 SERPs?

● How many users used facets or filters?

● How many users use “best bets”?

● …



Planning a 
enterprise search 
project



The plan



The process



The activities



Thank you


